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Abstract
We introduce multigrid Predictive Filter Flow (mgPFF),
a framework for unsupervised learning on videos. The
mgPFF takes as input a pair of frames and outputs per-pixel
filters to warp one frame to the other. Compared to optical
flow used for warping frames, mgPFF is more powerful in
modeling sub-pixel movement and dealing with corruption
(e.g., motion blur). We develop a multigrid coarse-to-fine
modeling strategy that avoids the requirement of learning
large filters to capture large displacement. This allows us
to train an extremely compact model (4.6MB) which op-
erates in a progressive way over multiple resolutions with
shared weights. We train mgPFF on unsupervised, free-
form videos and show that mgPFF is able to not only es-
timate long-range flow for frame reconstruction and de-
tect video shot transitions, but also readily amendable for
video object segmentation and pose tracking, where it out-
performs the state-of-the-art by a notable margin without
bells and whistles. Moreover, owing to mgPFF’s nature of
per-pixel filter prediction, we have the unique opportunity
to visualize how each pixel is evolving during solving these
tasks, thus gaining better interpretability1.
1. Introduction
Videos contain rich information for humans to under-
stand the scene and interpret the world. However, provid-
ing detailed per-frame ground-truth labels is challenging for
large-scale video datasets, prompting work on leveraging
weak supervision such as video-level labels to learn visual
features for various tasks [2, 36, 7, 18]. Video constrained
to contain primarily ego-motion has also been leveraged for
unsupervised learning of stereo, depth, odometry, and opti-
cal flow [88, 21, 80, 105, 103].
Cognitively, a newborn baby can easily track an ob-
1Due to that arxiv limits the size of files, we put high-resolution figures
in the project page.
ject without understanding any high-level semantics by
watching the ambient environment for only one month [23,
55, 54, 89]. However, until recently very few work has
demonstrated effective unsupervised learning on free-form
videos2. For example, Wei et al. exploit the physics-
inspired observation called arrow of time [70, 22] to learn
features by predicting whether frames come with the correct
temporal order [96], and show the features are useful in ac-
tion classification and video forensic analysis. Vondrick et
al. use video colorization as a proxy task and show that the
learned features capture objects and parts which are useful
for tracking objects [91].
In this paper we explore how to train on unsupervised,
free-form videos for video object segmentation and track-
ing using a new framework we call multigrid Predictive Fil-
ter Flow (mgPFF), illustrated by the conceptual flowchart
in Fig. 1. mgPFF makes direct, fine-grained predictions of
how to reconstruct a video frame from pixels in the previ-
ous frame and is trained using simple photometric recon-
struction error. We find these pixel-level flows are accurate
enough to carry out high-level tasks such as video object
segmentation and human pose.
A straightforward approach to learning a flow between
frames is to employ a differentiable spatial transform (ST)
layer (a.k.a grid sampling) [31], to output per-pixel coor-
dinate offset for sampling pixels with bilinear interpolation
and apply the transform to the frame to estimate photomet-
ric reconstruction error. This has been widely used in unsu-
pervised optical flow learning [73, 32, 50, 33, 95]. However,
we and others observe that unsupervised learning on free-
form videos with a simple ST-layer is challenging. Detlef-
sen et al. give an excellent explanation on why it is hard
to train with ST-layer in the supervised learning setup [83].
Briefly, training with ST-layer requires the invertibility of
the spatial transform which is not guaranteed during train-
2By “free-form”, we emphasize the videos are long (versus short syn-
thetic ones [14, 32]), raw and unlabeled, and do not contain either struc-
tural pattern (e.g., ego-motion videos [20, 10, 101]) or those with restricted
background [87, 75].
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ing. Additionally, we note that fixed grids for sampling
(usually 2x2 for bilinear interpolation) typically only pro-
vide meaningful gradients once the predicted flow is nearly
correct (i.e., within 1 pixel of the correct flow). This ne-
cessitates training at a coarse scale first to provide a good
initialization and avoid getting caught in bad local-minima.
Inspired by the conceptual framework Filter Flow [79],
we propose to learn in the mgPFF framework per-pixel fil-
ters instead of the per-pixel offset as in the ST-layer. For
each output pixel, we predict the weights of a filter kernel
that when applied to the input frame reconstruct the out-
put. Conceptually, we reverse the order of operations from
the ST-layer. Rather than predicting an offset and then con-
structing filter weights (via bilinear interpolation), we di-
rectly predict filter weights which can vote for the offset
vector. We observe that training this model is substantially
easier since we get useful gradient information for all pos-
sible flow vectors rather than just those near the current pre-
diction.
Since the filter-flow approach outputs per-pixel kernels
during training, capturing large displacements is computa-
tionally expensive. We address this using a multigrid strat-
egy [86, 24] to approximate the kernel. Concretely, we
run the model over multi-resolution inputs with a fixed fil-
ter size (11x11 used in this paper) and compose the fil-
ters generated at multiple scales to produce the final flow
fields (detailed in Section 3.2 and illustrated by Fig. 2). The
model thus only outputs 11*11=121 per-pixel filter weights
at each resolution scale (smaller than the channel dimen-
sion in modern CNN architectures). We further assume
self-similarity across scales and learn only a single set of
shared learned model weights. This makes our model quite
efficient w.r.t running time and model size. As a result, our
final (un-optimized) model is only 4.6MB in size and takes
0.1 seconds to process a pair of 256x256-pixel resolution
images.
To summarize our contributions: (1) conceptually, we in-
troduce a simple multigrid Predictive Filter Flow (mgPFF)
framework allowing for unsupervised learning on free-form
videos; (2) technically, we show the filter flow overcomes
the limitation of spatial-transform layer and the multigrid
strategy significantly reduces model size; (3) practically,
we show through experiments that mgPFF substantially out-
performs other state-of-the-art applications of unsupervised
flow learning on challenging tasks including video object
segmentation, human pose tracking and long-range flow
prediction.
2. Related Work
Unsupervised Learning for Vision: Our work builds upon
a flurry of recent work that trains visual models without hu-
man supervision. A common approach is to leverage the
natural context in images and video for learning the visual
Figure 1: The flowchart of multigrid Predictive Filter Flow
framework (mgPFF). Conceptually we draw a single scale for
demonstrating how we train our model in an unsupervised way
with the photometric reconstruction loss along with constraints
imposed on the filter flow maps. The multigrid strategy is illus-
trated in Fig. 2.
features [12, 62, 34, 13, 93, 104, 41, 65, 92, 90, 61, 64],
which can be transferred to down-stream tasks, such as ob-
ject detection. Other approaches include interaction with an
environment to learn visual features [67, 3, 97], which is
useful for applications in robotics. A related but different
line of work explores how to learn geometric properties or
cycle consistencies with self-supervision, for example for
motion capture or correspondence [87, 105, 106, 29, 107,
94]. Ours also develop an unsupervised model, but with
the signal from temporal consistency between consecutive
frames in free-form videos, without the requirement of syn-
thetic data [106, 29].
Unsupervised Learning on Free-Form Videos: Though
there are a lot methods for unsupervised optical flow learn-
ing [50, 95] on videos (either synthetic [14, 32] or struc-
tured [10, 20]), there is very few work about unsupervised
learning on free-form videos: [92] uses an offline tracker to
provide signal to guide feature learning; [96, 53, 16] learn
to verify whether frames come with the correct order, and
transfer the feature to action classification; [64] learns for
region segmentation on image by considering the moving
pattern of rigid objects; [91] learns for video colorization
and shows that the learned features capture object or parts
which are useful for object tracking; [94] learns correspon-
dence at patch level on videos with reconstruction between
frames.
Filter Flow [79] is a powerful framework which models
a wide range of low-level vision problems as estimating a
spatially varying linear filter. This includes tasks such as
optical flow [74, 51, 102], deconvolution [43, 66, 27], non-
rigid morphing [57], stereo [78, 49] defocus [45], affine
alignment [42], blur removal [26], etc. However, as it re-
quires an optimization-based solver, it is very computation-
ally expensive, requiring several hours to compute filters for
a pair of medium-size images [79, 72]. Kong and Fowlkes
propose Predictive Filter Flow, which learns to predict per-
pixel filters with a CNN conditioned on a single input image
to solve various low-level image reconstruction tasks [39].
There are other methods embracing the idea of predicting
per-pixel filters, e.g., [52] and [59] do so for solving burst
denoising and video frame interpolation, respectively.
3. Multigrid Predictive Filter Flow
Our multigrid Predictive Filter Flow (mgPFF) is rooted
in the Filter Flow framework [79], which models the image
transformations IB → IA as a linear mapping where each
pixel in IA only depends on the local neighborhood cen-
tered at same place in IB . Finding such a flow of per-pixel
filter can be framed as solving a constrained linear system
IA = TB→A · IB , TB→A ∈ Γ. (1)
where TB→A is a matrix whose rows act separately on a
vectorized version of the source image IB . TB→A ∈ Γ
serves as a placeholder for the entire set of additional con-
straints on the operator which enables a unique solution that
satisfies our expectations for particular problems of interest.
For example, standard convolution corresponds to TB→A
being a circulant matrix whose rows are cyclic permuta-
tions of a single set of filter weights which are typically con-
strained to have compact localized non-zero support. For a
theoretical perspective, Filter Flow model 1 is simple and
elegant, but directly solving Eq. 1 is intractable for image
sizes we typically encounter in practice, particularly when
the filters are allowed to vary spatially.
3.1. Predictive Filter Flow (PFF) on Video
Instead of optimizing over T, Kong and Fowlkes pro-
pose the Predictive Filter Flow (PFF) framework that learns
function fw(·) parameterized by w that predicts the trans-
formation T specific to image IB taken as input [39]:
IA ≈ TB→A · IB , TB→A ≡ fw(IB), (2)
The function fw(·) is learned with a CNN model under
the assumption that (IA, IB) are drawn from some fixed
joint distribution. Therefore, given sampled image pairs,
{(IiA, IiB)}, where i = 1, . . . , N , we can learn parameters
w that minimize the difference between a recovered image
IˆA and the real one IA measured by some loss `.
In this work, to tailor the PFF idea to unsupervised learn-
ing on videos, under the same assumption that (IA, IB) are
drawn from some fixed joint distribution, we can have the
predictable transform TB→A ≡ fw(IB , IA), parametrized
by w. To learn the function fw(·), we use the Charbonnier
function [6] to measure the pixel-level reconstruction error,
defined as φ(s) =
√
s2 + 0.0012, and learn parameters w
by minimizing the following objective function:
`rec(IB , IA) = φ(IA −TB→A · IB), (3)
Figure 2: Illustration of how multigrid Predictive Filter Flow
(mgPFF) performs progressively by warping images from one to
the other at multiple resolution scales from coarse to fine. After
the finest scale, one can accumulate all the intermediate filter flow
maps for the final one, which can be either transformed into optical
flow or used for video segmentation and tracking.
Note that the above loss can take image pairs in different
order simply by concatenating the pixel embedding features
from the two frames one over another, as demonstrated in
Fig. 1. After concatenation, we train a few more layers to
produce the per-pixel filters.
Also note that, when exploiting the locality constraints
(similar to convolution), we implement the operation
TB→A ·IB with the “im2col” function which vectorizes the
local neighborhood patch centered at each pixel and com-
putes the inner product of this vector with the corresponding
predicted filter. Note that “im2col” and the follow-up inner
product are highly optimized for available hardware archi-
tectures in most deep learning libraries, exactly the same
used in modern convolution operation; thus our model is
quite efficient in computation.
3.2. Multigrid PFF
While the PFF described above is elegant and simple for
unsupervised learning over videos, it faces the substantial
challenge that, to capture large displacement, one must pre-
dict per-pixel filters with very large spatial support. To ad-
dress this problem, we are inspired by the multigrid strategy
which seeks to solve high-dimensional systems of equations
using hierarchical, multiscale discretizations of linear oper-
ators [86, 24], to produce a coarse-to-fine series of smaller,
more easily solved problems.
To explain this, mathematically, suppose we have filter
flow T in original resolution that maps from X to Y, i.e.
Y = T ·X. Then if we downsample X and Y by half, we
have
D 1
2
Y =D 1
2
T ·X ≈ (D 1
2
T) · (U2×D 1
2
X), (4)
where the upsampling U2× and downsampling D 1
2
opera-
tors are approximately inverse to each other. Then we write
a reduced system:
Y 1
2
≈ (D 1
2
TU2×) · (D 1
2
X) = T 1
2
X 1
2
(5)
The above derivation implies we can solve a smaller system
for T 1
2
on the input X 1
2
, e.g., an image with half the resolu-
tion and then upsample T 1
2
to get an approximate solution
to the original problem.
In practice, to avoid assembling the full resolution T, we
always represent it as a composition of residual transforma-
tions at each scale. T = T1·U2×·T 1
2
. . .U2×·T 1
2L
, where
T 1
2l
is estimated filter flow over frames at resolution scale
1/2l−1. In our work, we set L=5. Each individual transfor-
mation has a fixed filter support (sparse). By construction,
the effective filter “sizes” grow spatially larger as it goes up
in the pyramid but the same filter weight is simply applied
to larger area (we use nearest-neighbor upsampling). Then
the total number of filter coefficients to be predicted for the
pyramid would be just 4/3 more than just the finest level
(ref. geometric series 4/3 = 1 + 122 +
1
42 +
1
82 + . . . ).
Concretely, suppose we need the kernel size as 80x80
to capture large displacement, we can work on coarse scale
of 8x smaller input region with kernel size 11x11, this will
reflect on the original image of receptive field as large as
88x88. But merely working on such coarse scale introduces
checkerboard effect if we resize the filters 8x larger. There-
fore, we let the model progressively generate a series of
11x11 filters at smaller scales of [8x,4x,2x,1x], as demon-
strated by Fig. 2. Finally, we can accumulate all the gen-
erated filter flows towards the single map, which can be a
long-range flow (studied in Section 4.4). We train our sys-
tem with the same model at all these scales. We have also
trained scale-specific models, but we do not observe any
obvious improvements in our experiments. We conjecture
that in diverse, free-form videos there is substantial self-
similarity in the (residual) flow across scales.
We note that coarse-to-fine estimation of residual mo-
tion is a classic approach to estimating optical flow (see,
e.g. [17]). It has also been used to handle problems of
temporal aliasing [81] and as a technique for imposing a
prior smoothness constraint [85]. Framing flow as a linear
operator draws a close connection to multigrid methods in
numerical analysis [86, 24]. However, in literature there
is primarily focused on solving for X where the residuals
are additive, rather than T where the residuals are naturally
multiplicative.
3.3. Imposing Constraints and Training Loss
We note that training with above reconstruction loss
alone gives very good reconstruction performance, but we
need other constraints to regularize training to make it work
on video segmentation and tracking. Now we describe use-
ful constraints used in this work.
Non-negativity and Sum-to-One With the PFF frame-
work, it is straightforward to impose the non-negativity and
sum-to-one constraints by using the softmax layer to out-
put the per-pixel filters, as softmax operation on the kernels
naturally provides a transformation on the weights into the
range of [0,1], and sum-to-one constraint mimics the bright-
ness constancy assumption of optical flow.
Warping with Flow Vector In order to encourage the es-
timated filter kernels to behave like optical flow (i.e., a
translated delta function) we define a projection of the filter
weights on to the best approximate flow vector by treating
the (positive) weights as a distribution and computing an ex-
pectation. Given a filter flow T we define the nearest optical
flow as
F(T) ≡
[
vx(i, j)
vy(i, j)
]
=
∑
x,y
Tij,xy
[
x− i
y − j
]
(6)
As discussed in Section 1, directly learning to predict F
is difficult but when keep T as an intermediate representa-
tion, learning becomes much easier. To encourage predicted
T towards a unimodal offset, we add a loss term based on
the optical flow F with grid sampling layer just as done in
literature of unsupervised optical flow learning [73, 95, 32].
We denote the loss terms as `flow(IB , IA) meaning the re-
construction loss computed by warping with optical flow
F(TB→A) from IB to IA.
Forward-Backward Flow Consistency As we know, there
are many solutions to the reconstruction problem. To con-
strain this for more robust learning, we adopt a forward-
backward consistency constraint as below:
`fb(f ,b) ≡ 1|I|
∑
i∈I
φ(pi − b(f(pi))) (7)
where forward and backward flow are f = F(TB→A) and
b = F(TA→B), and pi ≡ [xi, yi]T is the spatial coordi-
nate. We note that such constraint is useful for addressing
the chicken-and-egg problem related to optical flow and oc-
clusion/disocclusion [28, 50]. But here we do not threshold
the consistency error to find occlusion regions or ignore the
errors in the region. We note that it is crucial to train the
mgPFF model with this constraint when applying the model
later for video segmentation and tracking; otherwise pixels
in the object would diffuse to the background easily.
Smoothness and Sparsity Smoothness constraints can be
done easily using traditional penalties on the norm of the
flow field gradient, i.e. `sm ≡ ‖OF(T)‖1. The smoothness
penalty helps avoid big transitions on flow field, especially
at coarse scales where very few big flows are expected. The
sparsity constraint is imposed on the flow field as well with
L1 norm, i.e. `sp ≡ ‖F(T)‖1. This forces the model not to
output too many abrupt flows especially at finer scales.
Our overall loss for training mgPFF model minimizes the
following combination of the terms across multiple scales
l = 1 . . . , L:
min
w
L∑
l=1
`rec(I
l
B , I
l
A) + λfl · `fl(IlB , IlA)
+λfb·`fb(f l,bl) + λsm · `sm(f l) + λsp · `sp(f l)
s.t. TlB→A = fw(I
l
B , I
l
A),T
l
A→B = fw(I
l
A, I
l
B),
f l = F(TlB→A),b
l = F(TlA→B).
(8)
For simplicity, we only write the losses involving flow from
B to A; in practice, we also include those A to B.
3.4. Implementation and Training
Our basic framework is largely agnostic to the choice of
architectures. In this paper, we modify the ResNet18 [25]
by removing res4 and res5 (the top 9 residual blocks,
see appendix) and reducing the unique channel size from
[64, 128, 256, 512] to [32, 64, 128, 196]. We also add in
bilateral connection and upsampling layers to make it a
U-shape [77], whose output is at the original resolution.
Furthermore, we build another shallow stream but in full-
resolution manner with batch normalization [30] between a
convolution layer and ReLU layer [56] that learns to take
care of aliasing effect caused by pooling layers in the first
steam. We note that our mgPFF is very compact that the
overall model size is only 4.6MB; it also performs fast that
the wall-clock time for processing a pair of 256x256 frames
is 0.1 seconds. Two-stream architecture is popular in multi-
ple domain learning [82], but we note that such design on a
single domain was first used in [68] which is more compu-
tationally expensive that the two streams talk to each other
along the whole network flow; whereas ours is cheaper that
they only talk at the top layer. We note that our architecture
is different from FlowNetS and FlowNetC [14] in that, 1)
unlike FlowNetS, ours produces pixel embedding features
for each of frame, which can be potentially transferred to
other tasks (though we did not explore this under the scope
of this paper); 2) unlike FlowNetC, ours does not exploit
the computationally expensive correlation layer.
4. Experiments
We conduct experiments to show the mgPFF can be
trained in an unsupervised learning fashion on diverse, free-
form videos, and applicable to addressing challenging tasks
including video object segmentation, pose tracking and
long-range flow learning in terms of frame reconstruction.
Figure 3: Shot Detection arising from training on free-form
videos: By training our mgPFF on the Sintel movie, we can detect
the transition shot purely based on the reconstruction error. This
helps develop a stage-wise training that we train mgPFF first on the
whole movie, and then simply threshold the reconstruction errors
for shot detection and get discrete groups for finer training.
We also visualize how each pixel evolves during solving
these problems to gain better interpretability of the model.
We evaluate our mgPFF model on the challenging video
propagation tasks: DAVIS2017 [69] for video object seg-
mentation and long-range flow learning in terms of frame
reconstruction, and JHMDB dataset [35] for human pose
tracking.
Compared methods include the simplistic identity map-
ping (always copying the first frame labels), SIFT flow [46]
which is an off-the-shelf toolbox for dense correspondence
alignment, learning-based optical flow (FlowNet2) [29]
which is trained on large-scale synthetic data, DeepClus-
ter [9] which is unsupervised trained for clustering on Ima-
geNet [11], ColorPointer [91] which learns video coloriza-
tion and shows effective in object tracking, and Cycle-
Time [94] which exploits the cycle consistence along time
and is trained for patch reconstruction with mid-level fea-
ture activations.
4.1. Experimental Setup
Training. We train our mgPFF model from scratch
over a combined datasets consisting of the whole Sintel
Movie [44], training set of DAVIS2017 [69], and training
set of JHMDB (split1) [35]. It is worth noting that our
whole training set contains only ∼6×104 frames, whereas
our compared methods train over orders magnitude larger
dataset. For example, ColorPointer [91] is trained over
300K videos (∼9×107 frames) from Kinetics dataset [36],
and CycleTime [94] is trained over 114K videos (344-hour
recording, ∼3.7×107 frames) from VLOG dataset [18].
Moreover, most interestingly, in training our mgPFF on the
Sintel movie, we find mgPFF automatically learns to detect
the video shot/transition [5, 19] purely based on the recon-
struction errors between input frames (see Fig. 3).
We use ADAM optimization method during train-
ing [38], with initial learning 0.0005 and coefficients 0.9
and 0.999 for computing running averages of gradient and
its square. We randomly initialize the weights and train
from scratch over free form videos. We train our model
Table 1: Tracking Segmentation on the DAVIS2017 validation
set. Methods marked with 1st additionally use the first frame and
its mask (provided) for tracking in the rest of the video. The num-
ber in bracket is the estimated number of frames used for training
the corresponding method.
Method Supervision J (segments) F (boundaries)mean↑ recall↑ mean↑ recall↑
OSVOS [8] ImageNet, DAVIS 55.1 60.2 62.1 71.3
MaskTrack [37] ImageNet, DAVIS 51.2 59.7 57.3 65.5
OSVOS-B [8] ImageNet 18.5 15.9 30.0 20.0
MaskTrack-B [37] ImageNet 35.3 37.8 36.4 36.0
OSVOS-M [99] ImageNet 36.4 34.8 39.5 35.3
Identity None 22.1 15.9 23.6 11.7
SIFTflow [46] None 13.0 7.9 15.1 5.5
SIFTflow1st [46] None 33.0 – 35.0 –
FlowNet2 [29] Synthetic 16.7 9.5 19.7 7.6
FlowNet21st [29] Synthetic 26.7 – 25.2 –
DeepCluster1st [9] Self (1.3×106) 37.5 – 33.2 –
ColorPointer [91] Self (9.0×107) 34.6 34.1 32.7 26.8
CycleTime1st [94] Self (3.7×107) 40.1 – 38.3 –
mgPFF (1st only)
Self (6.0×104)
31.6 29.5 36.2 30.8
mgPFF (K=1) 38.9 38.5 41.1 38.6
mgPFF1st (K=1) 41.9 41.4 45.2 43.9
mgPFF1st (K=3) 42.2 41.8 46.9 44.4
using PyTorch [63] on a single NVIDIA TITAN X GPU,
and terminate after 500K iteration updates.3 During train-
ing, we randomly sample frame pairs (resized to 256×256-
pixel resolution) within N=5 consecutive frames. We also
augment the training set by randomly flipping and rotating
the frame pairs. After training the model on the combined
dataset, we train specifically over the training set (with-
out annotation) of DAVIS2017 and JHMDB respectively for
video object segmentation and human pose tracking.
Inference. We essentially propagate the given mask/pose
at the first frame along the time. We also set the tempo-
ral window size K, meaning we warp towards the target
frame using previous K frames. We test different tempo-
ral window size for video segmentation and tracking and
find K=3 works the best. Specifically, for video object seg-
mentation on DAVIS2017, we threshold with 0.8 the prop-
agated mask at each tracking update, since pixels on the
foreground (within the mask) may diffuse to background,
and filter flow gives probabilities around the mask bound-
ary. For human pose tracking, we dilate the joints for prop-
agation, and vote for the tracked joint after propagation as
the track. This gives stable tracking though sometimes the
track may stay at the background especially when the back-
ground is similar to the foreground (3rd video in Fig. 5). We
note that there are other methods using low-level cues for
higher-level tasks, e.g., using boundary for semantic seg-
mentation [4, 47].
4.2. Unsupervised Learning for Video Segmentation
We analyze our model on video segmentation over the
DAVIS 2017 validation set [69], where the initial segmen-
tation mask is given and the task is to predict the segmen-
tation in the rest of the video. This is a very challenging
task as the videos contain multiple objects that undergo sig-
nificant occlusion, deformation and scale change with clut-
ter background, as shown in Fig. 4. We use the provided
code and report two metrics that score segment overlap and
boundary accuracy. The Jacaard index J is defined as the
intersection-over-union of the estimated segmentation and
the ground-truth mask, measuring how well the pixels of
two masks match [15]. The J recall measures the fraction
of sequences with IoU>0.5. The F-measure denoted by F
considers both contour-based precision and recall that mea-
sure the accuracy of the segment contours [48].
We compare our mgPFF with other unsupervised meth-
ods as well as some supervised ones [99, 8] in Table 1. The
first two supervised methods are trained explicitly using the
annotated masks along with training video frames. As in lit-
erature there are methods always using the given mask at the
first frame to aid tracking, we also follow this practice with
mgPFF to report the performance. But before doing so, we
ablate how much gain we can get from using only the given
mask for the tracking. To this end, we setup the mgPFF by
always propagating the given mask for tracking, as noted by
mgPFF (1st only) in Table 1. Surprisingly, this simple setup
works very well, even better than flow based methods, such
as SIFTflow1st and FlowNet21st, both of which not only
use the first frame but also the previous N=4 frames for
tracking. This suggests the mgPFF is able to capture long-
range flow even though we did not train our model with
frames across large intervals. We explicitly study this long-
range flow in Section 4.4 quantitatively.
When we perform tracking with the only one previ-
ous propagated mask (K=1), our mgPFF outperforms all
the other unsupervised methods, except CycleTime (on
J measure only), which is explicitly trained at patch
level thus captures better object segment. When addi-
tionally using the mask given at the first frame for track-
ing in subsequent frames, mgPFF1st(K=1) outperforms
all other unsupervised methods by a notable margin, and
our mgPFF1st(K=3) achieves the best performance. In
particuar, in terms of the boundary measure, we can see
mgPFF performs significantly better than the other unsu-
pervised methods. This demonstrates the benefit of propa-
gating masks with fine-grained pixel-level flows instead of
flows learned at patch level through mid-level feature acti-
vations [91, 94].
Overall, we note that our mgPFF even outperforms sev-
3 The code and models can be found in https://github.com/
aimerykong/predictive-filter-flow
Figure 4: Visualization of unsupervised learning for video segmentation on video from DAVIS2017: soccerball, dog and bear. We show
the tracking results with temporal window size K=3 for soccerball (otherwise it loses track due to heavy occlusion) and K=1 for others.
Note that in soccerball, there are heavy occlusions but our mgPFF model can still track the ball. In dog, we can see how each pixel moves
along with the dog: when the dog turns from right side to left side, the colors from the neck are propagated for tracking. This demonstrates
how mgPFF tracks each pixel in the physical manifold flavor. In bear, the disocclusion shadow arises from the bottom border of the image,
connecting with the bear, then mgPFF propagates the bear leg to the shadow.
eral supervised methods, but only worse than the first two
supervised models in Table 1 which are explicitly trained
with DAVIS pixel-level annotations at all training frames.
Moreover, it is worth noting that our mgPFF model is
trained over two orders magnitude less data than other un-
supervised methods, e.g., DeepCluster, ColorPointer and
CycleTime. This demonstrates the benefit brought by the
low-vision nature of mgPFF that it does not demand very
large-scale training data.
In Fig. 4, we visualize the tracking results (N=3) and
the predicted filter flow (from previous one frame only).
Specifically, we transform the filter flow into the flow vec-
tor (Eq. 6) and treat this as optical flow for visualization. As
mgPFF performs at pixel level, we are able to visualize the
tracking through more fine-grained details. We paint on the
mask with the color chart from optical flow, and visualize to
see how the pixels evolve over time. Interestingly, from this
visualization, we can see how tracking is accomplished in
front of heavy occlusion, big deformation and similar back-
ground situation (see descriptions under Fig. 4).
4.3. Unsupervised Learning for Pose Tracking
We validate our mgPFF for human pose tracking on the
JHMDB dataset [35]. During testing, we are given an ini-
tial frame labeled with 15 human joints and the task is to
predict the joints in the subsequent frames. To this end,
we stack the 15 maps for the 15 joints as a 3D array, and
propagate the array using the predicted filter flow. To re-
port performance, we use the Probability of Correct Key-
point (PCK@τ ) from [100], which measures the portion
of predicted points that are within a radius to their ground-
truth, where the radius is τ times the size of the human pose
bounding box.
In Table 2 we list the performance of different unsuper-
vised learning methods, and report two setups of the mgPFF
Table 2: Human Pose Tracking on JHMDB dataset. Meth-
ods marked with 1st additionally use the first frame with
its mask for propagating on the rest frames. “mgPFF+ft”
means that we fine-tune mgPFF model particularly on the
videos from this dataset in an unsupervised way (no anno-
tations used).
Method / PCK↑ @0.1 @0.2 @0.3 @0.4 @0.5
fully-supervised [84] 68.7 92.1
Identity 43.1 64.5 76.0 83.5 88.5
SIFTflow1st [46] 49.0 68.6 – – –
FlowNet2 [29] 45.2 62.9 73.5 80.6 85.5
DeepCluster1st [9] 43.2 66.9
ColorPointer [91] 45.2 69.6 80.8 87.5 91.4
CycleTime1st [94] 57.3 78.1 – – –
mgPFF 49.3 72.8 82.4 88.6 91.9
mgPFF1st 55.6 77.1 85.2 89.6 92.1
mgPFF+ft 52.7 75.1 84.0 89.5 92.3
mgPFF+ft1st 58.4 78.1 85.9 89.8 92.4
on the validation set (split1): 1) with the model trained on
the combined dataset, and 2) with the model further fine-
tuned on JHMDB in an unsupervised way [71, 95, 27]. Sim-
ilar to video segmentation, without using the provided joints
at the first frame for all subsequent tracking, our mgPFF
outperforms all other methods except CycleTime which al-
ways uses the first frame (with the provided keypoints) for
pose tracking. By fine-tuning our model on the videos of
this dataset (without using the joint annotations), we obtain
further improvement; but the improvement is less than addi-
tionally using the first frame for tracking. We conjecture the
reason is that by using the provided mask at the first frame,
mgPFF is able to warp all the available joints toward cur-
rent frame; otherwise it may lose track once the joints move
outside the image (see 2nd video in Fig. 5). It is worth not-
ing that mgPFF as well as the learning based optical flow
Figure 5: Human Pose Tracking on JHMDB dataset. We show results by propagating only the previous mask (K=1), and overlay the
tracked joints on the RGB frames. Besides, with the predicted filter flow, we also propagate the colorful skeleton to visualize how pixels on
the skeleton evolve over time. In last row, we pick the results around the end of each video to show how mgPFF fails in tracking, mainly
due to heavy occlusion (knees in the 1st video), joints moving outside the image (ankle in the 2nd video), similar background (hair color
in the 3rd video), and motion blur (elbow in the 4th video). (Best viewed in color and zoom-in.)
Figure 6: Long-range flow for frame reconstruction (rightmost
column) by warping It (1st column) with the coordinate flow (2nd
column) which is transformed from the predicted multigrid filter
flow. The target frames It+10 are shown in the 3rd column.
method performs fast in propagating the joints for tracking,
whereas DeepCluster, ColorPointer and CycleTime require
computing affinity matrix over all pixels from previous K
frames [91, 94]. Moreover, although it seems unfair to com-
pare our mgPFF with unsupervised fine-tuning on the same
JHMDB dataset, we note that ColorPointer and CycleTime
are trained on much larger dataset consisting mainly of hu-
man actions/activities.
In Fig. 5, we visualize the pose tracking results as well
as the filter flow and how each pixel along the skeleton
evolves over time. We plot in last row the frames on which
our mgPFF starts to fail in tracking. The failure cases are
largely due to challenging situations, like heavy occlusion
(1st video), joint moving outside the image, similar back-
ground (3rd video) and big motion blur (4th video).
4.4. Long-Range Flow for Frame Reconstruction
We highlight our mgPFF is particularly good at learning
long-range flow for reconstructing frames. To validate this,
specifically, given two frames It and It+m distant in time in
a video, we predict the filter flow between them, and then
Table 3: Long-range flow for frame Reconstruction: We
compute the long-range flow on two frames and warp the
1st one with the flow. We compare the warped frame with
the 2nd frame measured by pixel-level L1 distance. The
gaps are 5 and 10, respectively.
method/error↓ 5-Frame 10-Frame
Identity 82.0 97.7
Optical Flow (FlowNet2) [29] 62.4 90.3
CycleTime [94] 60.4 76.4
mgPFF 7.32 8.83
transform the filter flow into coordinate flow according to
Eq. 6 to indicate where to copy pixels from It. With the
coordinate flow, we warp frame It to generate a new frame
Iˆt+m. We compare the pixel-level L1 distance between It
and Iˆt+m in original uint8 RGB space ([0,255] scale).
We perform this experiment on DAVIS2017 validation
set, and report the performance in Table 3, in which we
set the time gap as m=5 or m=10, meaning the two frames
are m frames apart from each other. In both frame gaps,
our mgPFF significantly outperforms the compared meth-
ods, demonstrating the powerfulness of mgPFF in model-
ing pixel level movement, even though our model is trained
over frame pairs within 5-frame interval without seeing any
frames far away from 5 frames. In Fig. 6, we clearly see
that mgPFF performs quite well visually on long-range flow
learning for frame reconstruction.
5. Conclusion
We propose a simple, compact framework for unsuper-
vised learning on free-form videos, named multigrid Predic-
tive Filter Flow (mgPFF). Through experiments, we show
mgPFF outperforms other state-of-the-art methods notably
in video object segmentation and human pose tracking
with the unsupervised learning setup; it also exhibits great
power in long-range flow learning in terms of frame re-
construction. In this sense, it is reminiscent of a variety
of other flow-based tasks, such as video compression [76],
frame interpolation [60], unsupervised optical flow learn-
ing [101, 32], etc., which are all candidates for future exten-
sions. Moreover, based on the filter flow output which is fast
in computation, it is also interesting to use it for action clas-
sification where the flow stream consistently improves per-
formance [82] but optical flow estimation is slow. Finally
the pixel embedding features [40, 96] could also be used as
video frame representation for action classification [53, 16].
We expect further improvement on these tasks by taking as
mgPFF as initial proposal generation with followup mecha-
nisms for fine video segmentation [98, 91, 94, 64].
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Appendix
In the appendix, we first show all intermediate results
of multigrid Predictive Filter Flow (mgPFF) from multi-
resolution inputs, to have an idea how these outputs look
like in terms of frame reconstruction. Then, we plot the
graph visualization of our model architecture with detailed
design of the two stream architecture. Furthermore, we vi-
sualize pixel embedding generated by our architecture to
understand what the model learns. Finally, along this doc-
ument, we provide some demo videos of the object segmen-
tation/tracking results with different setup.
1. Intermediate Reconstruction by mgPFF
As our mgPFF performs progressively from coarse to
fine, it produces the predicted filter flows and reconstruction
frames at each resolution scale. We visualize all the inter-
mediate results in Fig. 7. We also accumulate the filter flow
maps at all scales and convert it into the coordinate flow,
which can be thought as optical flow. We use this coordinate
flow to warp masks for propagating the track results in our
experiments. Please pay attention to how mgPFF achieves
excellent reconstruction results from coarse to fine, like re-
solving the aliasing and block effects, refining reconstruc-
tion at finer scales, etc.
2. Graph Visualization of mgPFF architecture
In Fig. 8, we plot the architecture of our model using
the HiddenLayer toolbox [1]. As the visualization is too
“long” to display, we chop it into four parts. We modify
the ResNet18 [25] by removing res4 and res5 (the top 9
residual blocks, and reducing the unique channel size from
[64, 128, 256, 512] to [32, 64, 128, 196]. The two macro
towers take the two frames, respectively; in each tower,
there are two streams, one is of U-shape [77] with pool-
ing and upsampling layers to increase the receptive fields,
the other is full-resolution yet shallow in channel depth.
The two-stream architecture is popular in multiple domain
learning [82], but we note that such design on a single do-
main was first used in [68] which is more computationally
expensive that the two streams talk to each other along the
whole network flow; whereas ours is cheaper that they only
talk at the top layer. Our mgPFF is very compact that the
overall model size is only 4.6MB; it also performs fast that
the wall-clock time for processing a pair of 256x256 frames
is 0.1 seconds.
As we did not search over architecture design in our
work, tt is worth exploring other sophisticated modules to
make it more compact for deploying in mobile devices, e.g.,
using meta-learning for architecture search [108].
3. Pixel Embedding in mgPFF
As our model produces per-image pixel embeddings [58,
40] (the output before “concatenation layer” as shown in
the architecture Fig. 8), we are interested in visualizing the
pixel embeddings to see what the model learns. To visual-
ize the pixel embeddings, we use PCA to project the em-
bedding feature map H×W×D at each resolution/grid into
an H×W×3 array, and visualize the projection as an RGB
image. We also concatenate the embedding maps at all the
resolutions/grids for visualization (with necessary nearest
neighbor upsampling). Fig. 9 lists these visualizations, from
which we can see the embedding colors largely come from
the original RGB intensities. We conjecture this is due to
two reasons. First, we use a simplistic photometric loss on
the RGB values, this explains why the visualization colors
group the pixels which have similar RGB values in local
neighborhood. Second, our mgPFF by nature is based on
low-level vision, i.e., flow field, and in such a way it does
not necessarily depend on mid/high-level understanding of
the frames. Therefore, part/instance grouping does not ap-
pear in the embedding visualization, which is shown in mid-
level methods [91, 94]. This suggests further exploration of
using other losses and combining other mid/high-level cues
to force the model to learn more abstract features.
4. Video Demos
The attached videos demonstrate how mgPFF performs
with different setup4. Note how it improves performance
with different setup in terms of dealing with occlusion and
large displacement.
Among the videos, it is worth noting how far the model
can go with tracking correctly. As we adopt the multigrid
computing strategy, the filter of size 11x11 on the coarsest
grid (16x downsample) implies the largest displacement we
can represent is D=88. If we simply warp from the first
frame to the tth frame, it only works well when the total
displacement is less that D. This can be seen from video
soccerball, K=1, frame-[1] as an example. When the soc-
cerball moves further than D from its initial location at the
first frame, the model suddenly fails in tracking that the
mask is no longer correctly warped. We show the relevant
frames in Fig. 10. It is clear that not only the tracking is
missing, but also the filter flow changes abruptly and the re-
construction becomes very different. It turns out that in the
reconstruction, the soccerball’s color is from the grass and
tree trunk.
Here is the list of videos with brief description:
1. soccerball, K=3, frame-[1, t− 2, t− 1]: this video
shows the results on soccerball from DAVIS dataset
when we feed the first frame-1 and two previous
4Here is a Youtube list
Figure 7: Visualization of intermediate results at each resolution scale (grid). Top: we show the predicted filter flows and the recon-
struction results from warping A to B, or B to A. Note how mgPFF resolves the aliasing effect reflected by the blocks in the reconstruction
images. Bottom: we accumulate all the filter flows (with necessary upsampling using nearest neighbor interpolation), and transform into a
coordinate flow which can be thought as optical flow. Then we use the overall flow to warp from one frame to the other. This introduces
some artifacts due to information loss, but the reconstruction appears good generally, e.g., capturing the bird wings’ movement. In our
experiment of tracking, we use the coordinate flow in the same way to warp the given masks (or the predicted mask at previous frames) to
propagate the track results.
frame (t− 2 and t− 1) to predict the filter flow, warp
frame and track the object at current frame-t. (video
url https://youtu.be/M49nLtT1UmY).
2. soccerball, K=3, frame-[t− 3, t− 2, t− 1]: this
video shows the results on soccerball from DAVIS
dataset when we feed the previous three frames
(t− 3, t− 2 and t− 1) to predict the filter flow, warp
frame and track the object at current frame-t (video
url https://youtu.be/q_FNk-3lh3g).
3. soccerball, K=2, frame-[1, t− 1], this video shows
the results on soccerball from DAVIS dataset when
we feed the first frame-1 and one previous frame-
(t − 1) to predict the filter flow, warp frame and
track the object. (video url https://youtu.be/
u6IdVS2L7-M).
4. soccerball, K=1, frame-[1], this video shows the re-
sults on soccerball from DAVIS dataset when we feed
the first frame only at which the mask is given to pre-
dict the filter flow, warp frame and track the object.
(video url https://youtu.be/vsXZgdR4XEY)
Figure 8: Graph visualization of mgPFF architecture using HiddenLayer toolbox [1]. Zoom in to see clearly.
5. soccerball, K=1, frame-[t− 1], this video shows the
results on soccerball from DAVIS dataset when we
feed the the previous frame-(t − 1) to predict the
filter flow, warp frame and track the object at cur-
rent frame-t. (video url https://youtu.be/
8AZ9wPF15QE)
6. dog, K=3, frame-[1, t− 2, t− 1]: this video shows
Figure 9: Visualization of learned pixel embedding: We use
PCA to project the pixel embedding (3D array of size H×W×D)
into H×W×3, and visualize it as an RGB image. Individual em-
bedding map has D = 16 in channel dimension. We also con-
catenate the pixel embeddings of all resolutions and apply PCA,
in which case D = 16 ∗ 5 = 80. From the visualization, we can
see that the visualization colors largely come from the RGB inten-
sities. This is largely due to two reasons: 1) the photometric loss
we are using during training is based on RGB intensities, 2) our
mgPFF by nature is based on low-level vision that it does not need
understanding of mid/high-level perspective of the frames.
the results on dog from DAVIS dataset when we feed
the first frame-1 and two previous frame (t − 2
and t − 1) to predict the filter flow, warp frame and
track the object at current frame-t. (video url https:
//youtu.be/seg5tFSMFX8).
7. dog, K=3, frame-[t− 3, t− 2, t− 1]: this video
shows the results on dog from DAVIS dataset when
we feed the previous three frames (t − 3, t − 2
and t − 1) to predict the filter flow, warp frame
and track the object at current frame-t (video url
https://youtu.be/BqM4-OctYwA).
8. dog, K=2, frame-[1, t− 1], this video shows the re-
sults on dog from DAVIS dataset when we feed the
first frame-1 and one previous frame-(t− 1) to pre-
dict the filter flow, warp frame and track the object.
(video url https://youtu.be/dOao8qQMsv0).
9. dog, K=1, frame-[1], this video shows the results on
dog from DAVIS dataset when we feed the first frame
only at which the mask is given to predict the fil-
ter flow, warp frame and track the object. (video url
https://youtu.be/xNMuMlcvfJY)
10. dog, K=1, frame-[t− 1], this video shows the results
on dog from DAVIS dataset when we feed the the pre-
vious frame-(t − 1) to predict the filter flow, warp
frame and track the object at current frame-t. (video
url https://youtu.be/Yu5amZf1KEc)
Figure 10: How far the model can track the object correctly? As we adopt the multigrid computing strategy, the filter of size 11x11 on
the coarsest grid (16x downsample) implies the largest displacement we can represent is D=88. If the object moves further than D from its
last location, the model fails in tracking it. This happens at frame-10, in which we can see that not only the tracking is missing, but also
the filter flow changes abruptly and the reconstruction becomes very different. It turns out that in the reconstruction, the soccerball’s color
is from the grass and tree trunk.
